Gale's family of in-context knowledge portals is an engaging online experience for those seeking contextual information on the most significant topics, people, and events.

All of Gale’s In-Context resources work the same. On the homepage of every In-Context resource you'll find featured topics providing a snapshot of selected topics with links to more information, featured video, and featured news providing access to articles from publications selected by your library or school.

Click on a link to read the article.

Click the publication name to see all articles in that publication.

In addition, you'll find topics organized by category. Click view all to see all topics in that category or click the Browse topics tab to see a complete list of categories and topics. Click on a topic to view the topic page.

Topic pages, also called portal pages, provide you with a portal for accessing documents and multimedia on a topic. On each topic page you'll find a topic overview, viewpoint articles, including featured viewpoints selected by editors, full-text newspapers, magazines, and
academic journal articles, reference materials, statistics, images, video, audio, and links to vetted websites.

You can search for topics by using the search box found in the resource banner.

Notice that as you enter a term topics are suggested. Topic pages appear in italics. From the resource banner you can access the advanced search feature to perform more complex searches. For example, if you want to find documents on a particular topic that are also about a particular place. Or use the bookmark feature to copy and paste or email a bookmark for a page.

Select more from the resource banner for additional tools including your highlights and notes. Your My Folder where you'll find items you save. Your search history. Or access to the Webster's Collegiate Dictionary.